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Speak Up Stillwater
Input Needed: What to do with our recycling?

TOTAL
VISITS

771  

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

221
NEW
REGISTRATIONS

28

ENGAGED
VISITORS

33  

INFORMED
VISITORS

147  

AWARE
VISITORS

635

Aware Participants 635

Aware Actions Performed Participants

Visited a Project or Tool Page 635

Informed Participants 147

Informed Actions Performed Participants

Viewed a video 1

Viewed a photo 0

Downloaded a document 3

Visited the Key Dates page 4

Visited an FAQ list Page 0

Visited Instagram Page 0

Visited Multiple Project Pages 114

Contributed to a tool (engaged) 33

Engaged Participants 33

Engaged Actions Performed
Registered Unverified Anonymous

Contributed on Forums 0 0 0

Participated in Surveys 0 0 0

Contributed to Newsfeeds 0 0 0

Participated in Quick Polls 11 0 0

Posted on Guestbooks 0 0 0

Contributed to Stories 0 0 0

Asked Questions 5 0 0

Placed Pins on Places 0 0 0

Contributed to Ideas 21 0 0

Visitors Summary

Pageviews Visitors Visits
New Registrations

1 Oct '19 1 Jan '20

500

1000

 



Tool Type
Engagement Tool Name Tool Status Visitors

Registered Unverified Anonymous

Contributors

Newsfeed
Task Force Meeting Recaps Published 0 0 0 0

Qanda
Q&A Published 513 5 0 0

Quick Poll
Do you currently recycle? Published 11 11 0 0

Ideas Please share your idea with us concerning the

recycling i...
Published 47 21 0 0
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

0
FORUM TOPICS  

0
SURVEYS  

1
NEWS FEEDS  

1
QUICK POLLS  

0
GUESTBOOKS

0
STORIES  

1
Q&A S  

0
PLACES
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Widget Type
Engagement Tool Name Visitors Views/Downloads

Key Dates
Key Date 4 4

Document
RTF Meeting #3 Presentation 2 2 4

Document
RTF Meeting #2 Presentation 1 2

Document
RTF Meeting #6 Presentation Small Groups 0 0

Document
RTF Meeting #6 Presentation 0 0

Document
RTF Meeting #5 Presentation Worksheets 0 0

Document
RTF Meeting #5 Presentation 0 0

Document
RTF Meeting #4 Presentation 0 0

Document
RTF Meeting #3 Presentation 1 0 0

Document
RTF Meeting #1 Presentation 0 0

Document
FlashVote Survey Results on Reycling 0 0

Video
City of Stillwater's Recycling Program 1 1

Video
Stillwater Utilities Authority discusses recycling program options ... 0 0
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INFORMATION WIDGET SUMMARY

10
DOCUMENTS  

0
PHOTOS  

2
VIDEOS  

0
FAQS  

0
KEY DATES
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VISITORS 513 CONTRIBUTORS 5 CONTRIBUTIONS 5

Q SallyTurner9

If the recycling market crashed because China stopped accepting our recycling, why shouldn't we set up our own 

recycling plant? There is clearly a market for things made from recycled materials (plastic bottles shredded to ma

ke sleeping bag filling or clothing, paper waste recycled as cardboard boxes, insulation, paper towels or toilet pap

er, etc.), and this could be a source of income for the City if we were to build our own recycling processing plant. 

Such a plant would also provide jobs, both in building the plant and employing and training people to operate the 

machinery. A physical plant in the area would also give recyclers buy-in to the established recycling program and

creates an opportunity for educating young people about recycling (field trips, etc.). A cost analysis including pote

ntial income from selling recycled materials to make products would be interesting. I'd also like more information 

publicized about the recycling market — if China was our main source of processing recyclable products, who els

e does it? Who do they sell the finished product to? Why can't we do that?

A Publicly Answered

I appreciate you taking the time to submit your question. The City of Stillwater has been working with a consultant

group on a Solid Waste Study. We asked them to review potential options regarding recycling for the City of Stilll

water. The consultant presented there findings at a City Council meeting a couple of months ago. For the volume 

the City of Stillwater generates and with the current market pricing we have the potential to generate $23,000 a y

ear in revenue. The cost of a facility you are referring to would cost $5 million dollars and up depending on the si

ze. You make a good point regarding publicizing additional information on the recycling markets. I will make sure t

hat is done. Other countries do accept recyclables, however they are not able to accept as much as China. China 

from my understanding was not solely in the market to sell the recyclables at least as recyclables, however used t

he material for manufacturing purposes.If you have any additional questions, please don't hesitate to contact me 

directly.Chris Knight405-533-8424

Speak Up Stillwater : Summary Report for 09 August 2019 to 17 February 2020

QANDA

Q&A

10 September 19
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Q ctalia

I have input but not in the form of a question. I believe the single-stream curbside recycling program should be ter

minated because: 1) the problem of contamination will be difficult, probably impossible, to correct without heavy-h

anded actions by the city and 2) the financial liability of the program likely will increase. Conversely, the Convenie

nce Collection Center has been a success. Please consider expanding the manned convenience collection center

concept by adding additional sites (1 to 3) at strategic locations in the city. Such sites should be larger in size and

designed to better accommodate traffic flow and disposal efficiency compared to the current one site. A method o

f identifying users as Stillwater residents should be developed to replace the current system of requiring a recent 

utility bill and a photo ID (maybe restricted to disposal of yard waste). Perhaps an annually renewable permit in th

e form of a wallet-size card and/or a vehicle window decal. Disposal of yard waste seems to be very popular at th

e current site but policy stipulates only one load/day and prohibits trailers. It doesn't take many fallen tree limbs or

trimming of shrubs to produce more than one pickup load. Larger and better designed facilities would hopefully all

ow these policy restrictions to be revisited to better accommodate home owner users. If new additional facilities a

re developed costs of disposal should remain the same as current to the extent possible even if it means maintai

ning current monthly waste management charges after termination of the curbside recycling program. The popula

rity of the current manned recycling site demonstrates the effectiveness of the strategy in providing Stillwater resid

ents a means of disposing of recyclable waste. Building on this success seems prudent.

A Publicly Answered

Thank you for your comments! You make some points that can be considered. If you have any additional comme

nts or concerns, please feel free to contact me. Chris Knight405-533-8424
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Q AEZ

(Ideas more than questions, I know, but easier to submit!) I'd like to see a much broader city-wide commitment to 

sustainability, including and beyond recycling. The city could use public spaces, street art, local radio, nicely-desi

gned public recycling bins, community events, the newspapers, collaborations with OSU and the public schools, a

nd other forms of communication to announce our commitment to reducing consumption and waste. Create an et

hos of sustainability. Use OSU students, interns, and willing community volunteers to help put these materials tog

ether (and raise funds, if needed). These efforts should include both much clearer directions on what is and isn't r

ecyclable, and a broader campaign to help people think about the whole life cycle of consumer goods. Trash can

s should be labeled "landfill," the city should offer tours of waste management sites, and recycling as a common p

ractice should be a part of our whole education system. I want to see curbside recycling pickup continue, and wo

uld be willing to subsidize the cost by paying more. I also want to see incentives for those who produce less trash

, and for those who recycle properly without contamination. Also, business incentives for food purveyors to use re

usable dishware instead of disposable (as a first choice), or second best, for most local businesses to use a unifo

rm set of recyclable dishes and forks/cups that people recognize and know what to do with. No more styrofoam!

A Publicly Answered

I appreciate you taking the time to submit your ideas regarding the future of our recycling program. I will make sur

e your ideas are given to the future citizen committee which will be assisting to determine the future of our recycli

ng program. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me. ThanksChris Knight#405-533-8424
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11 September 19
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Q sheltrk

Hello, I'd like to see a more detailed list of what is and is not accepted in the program. Thus far I've taken the "W

hen in doubt, throw it out." approach, but I do often wonder about these cases: 1. Are cardboard/paperboard/plast

ic-lined milk/juice cartons accepted? What about the lids? Should the plastic pour spout be removed first? 2. Are 

aluminum or steel aerosol cans with plastic actuator tops accepted? 3. Is (clean) aluminum foil accepted? What a

bout foil lids from yogurt containers? 4. Are cardboard/paperboard coffee cans with metal bottoms accepted? Wh

at about the plastic lids? 5. Are greasy cardboard pizza boxes accepted? What about the top half (if clean)? 6. Ar

e metal lids from glass bottles accepted? Not in the glass tote, but the single-stream bin? Thanks!

A Publicly Answered

I appreciate you taking the time to submit your questions. Below are  the answers to your questions as far as the 

City of Stillwater recycling program. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks1) Plastic lined milk/juice cart

ons -No, Cardboard and paper board - Yes2) No3) If it is clean then yes4) No5) No , however if the pizza box is c

lean from grease and food then -Yes6) No Chris Knight#405-533-8424

Q jljennylamb

are the non-refrigerator almond milk/milk substitute containers recyclable?

A Publicly Answered

I appreciate you taking the time to submit your question. It depends on the containers. If they have a waxed lining

then they are not acceptable in our program. I have seen some that have the waxed lining and some that don't. If

you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me. ThanksChris Knight405-533-8424
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VISITORS 11 CONTRIBUTORS 11 CONTRIBUTIONS 11

Speak Up Stillwater : Summary Report for 09 August 2019 to 17 February 2020

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: QUICK POLL

Do you currently recycle?

Do you currently recycle?

10 (90.9%)

10 (90.9%)

1 (9.1%)

1 (9.1%)

Yes No

Question options
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VISITORS 47 CONTRIBUTORS 21 CONTRIBUTIONS 52

10 September 19

SimplySampley

VOTES

2  

UNVOTES

0

10 September 19

Shylah

VOTES

4  

UNVOTES

0

10 September 19

Erin

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

10 September 19

mrchrispeters

VOTES

4  

UNVOTES

0

Speak Up Stillwater : Summary Report for 09 August 2019 to 17 February 2020

IDEAS

Please share your idea with us concerning the recycling issue.

We need to bring in industries that will actually use t
he materials. Americans need to be willing to pay th
e true cost of these products.
Industry to use recyclabes

A perk for businesses who reduce their trash output 
ie plastic bags and styrofoam and a break in trash bi
ll for houses that put out less tra
Lets reduce our consumption

Informational videos and fewer restrictions
Have you thought about making informative videos and posting to social media about
HOW to recycle? I wonder if citizens would be more likely to recycle correctly if they k
new what you were asking. For instance, what contaminates recycling and causes it t
o be thrown in the landfill instead? Also, make bulk pick available to ALL bill paying
citizens, not just citizens within city limits. When you have so many rules, people tend
to ignore them. Assume positive intent in all citizens.

The NLC has some great research. https://www.nlc.
org/resource/rethinking-recycling-how-cities-can-ad
apt-to-evolving-markets
Learn from other Cities
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10 September 19

mrchrispeters

VOTES

3  

UNVOTES

0

10 September 19

mrchrispeters

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

11 September 19

robin

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

13 September 19

Short Change

VOTES

1  

UNVOTES

0

13 September 19

Short Change

VOTES

1  

UNVOTES

0
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IDEAS

Please share your idea with us concerning the recycling issue.

The lid of the can could be even more informative of
what goes in and what does not in a visual and grap
hic manner.

Switch to a multi-stream process and make the resi
dents do the first step in sorting. Yes, that means dif
ferent pick-up trucks.
If we won't do the work or pay for it to be done the right way, what's the point?

Accept only the most profitable items, and encourag
e waste reduction. E.g. encourage shoppers to bring
their own bags to the store.

OSU has some experience in these areas. I hope w
hatever solution, the city and university partner to fin
d a workable solution.

Also, if the decision is to transport waste to other loc
ales for processing, please consider rail service or C
NG trucks.
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19 September 19

eegraham

VOTES

4  

UNVOTES

0

22 September 19

MEG

VOTES

4  

UNVOTES

0

23 September 19

jljennylamb

VOTES

4  

UNVOTES

0

27 September 19

Dependable

VOTES

1  

UNVOTES

0
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IDEAS

Please share your idea with us concerning the recycling issue.

Fix what we can fix - stop distributing grocery bags, 
straws, styrofoam in local businesses. Bans or surc
harges have succeeded elsewhere.
Ban single-use plastics

Clearer instructions would help, but continue to recy
cle all we can. I favor a ban styrofoam & single-use 
plastics city-wide.
Clearer instructions & product bans

Tax/Fine businesses for revenue and more info on p
roper recycling
big (and small) businesses need to work towards reduction of plastic bags, styrofoam,
plastic straws and containers, etc. add a hefty tax to businesses that do not comply to 
a greener way of working, and/or ofer discounts to patrons that supply their own bags/
to-go containers/bamboo or metal straws. also, more videos and other outreach on ho
w to recycle properly to avoid contamination and how easy it is really to recycle proper
ly. start with the youth! classroom/school recycling drives, let businesses get involved 
too. we must work together to reduce, reuse and finally, recycle.

Partner with OSU
OSU has their own recycling solution. If the City partnered with OSU, both communitie
s will benefit. OSU has talked about having a commercial composter to manage
Student Union and dining services waste. A partnership with the City in OSU's initiativ
e to be "low-" or "zero waste" would be something both entities could promote and dra
w grant funds.
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30 September 19

Camilleka258

VOTES

2  

UNVOTES

0

04 October 19

barryf

VOTES

1  

UNVOTES

0

29 October 19

barbmint

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

31 October 19

H Huntington

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

Speak Up Stillwater : Summary Report for 09 August 2019 to 17 February 2020

IDEAS

Please share your idea with us concerning the recycling issue.

Multiple thoughts
Has anyone considered school-based educational programming a few times a year to 
encourage whole family involvement? Also as much as people would fuss, has an offi
cial warning system and fee for non-acceptable items being in recycle bins? A pay rai
se for the recycle center employees doing curbside pick ups to inspect the bins to enf
orce the warning and fee policy would also warrant discussion. The countries with effe
ctive and efficient recycling programs have more than just one recycling bin. This cuts 
down on the sorting process by having households and businesses sort as they go wit
h different bins (i.e. separate bins or even colored bags to be placed next to the garba
ge can for paper, glass, metal, and plastic).

Provide free space to innovative recycling programs
?
I know there are companies like Plásticos (Plastic Concepts) that are doing exciting th
ings with turning waste plastics into usable materials. Could we provide free
space/buildings for companies like that to help not only manage our recyclables
issue, but also to bring jobs to the community? Our central location nationally, railway 
in/out, and proximity to transcontinental highways might make us an appealing locatio
n for them.

Do we need to reinvent the wheel? Germany has th
e world's best recycling program. Can we learn from
them?

Consider the source of much of the waste. Packagin
g. Do we have creative ideas that would stop some 
of the problem at the source?
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11 November 19

P Tikalsky

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

28 January 20

catocorky3

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

28 January 20

catocorky3

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0

01 February 20

douglasvalley

VOTES

0  

UNVOTES

0
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IDEAS

Please share your idea with us concerning the recycling issue.

Hydrocarbons plant
Build a plant that can burn plastics. Expensive idea, but other cities in the
county/region could use as well. Hydrocarbons, mostly plastics, are very energy dens
e and can yield more energy than coal. Taking things like plastic bags, cups, and smal
ler plastics to a plant like this for burning means we could turn this into a green use of 
plastics. As this is an expensive and unrealistic idea, banning single use plastics woul
d be a great start.

alternatives to curbside recycling?

alternatives to recycling?
curbside recycling is somewhat complicated and perhaps not always the best use of o
ur resources for a good environmental outcome. Should we consider putting our effort
s towards planting trees instead? Once they get past their first year a properly
located tree takes care of itself and gives us many benefits (taking in CO2, cooling th
e area, wildlife habitat, etc.) Rather than having fuel burning trucks making a second t
rip around town dedicate those resources towards making trees (and instructions)
available to residents, plant trees along appropriate right of ways and other city prope
rties. Choosing to do away with a sometimes questionable curbside recycling progra
m should not be the only choice, you can replace it with a very effective tree planting 
program. Trees work!

Burn waste to generate power.
When at Iowa State Univ they built a recycling plant to generate electricity from garba
ge and brought in truckloads from nearby towns. Not sure if it ever was effective.
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Summary Report
09 August 2019 - 05 February 2020

Speak Up Stillwater
PROJECTS SELECTED: 10

Fact or Fiction? Ask us & we'll check on it.  |  Civic Engagement Overview: A New Way to Engage with Your
Local Government  |  Share Your 2019 Flood Stories, Photos & Videos  |  Survey Open: Proposed

Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor  |  Ideas Needed: Strickland Park Play Area & Community Gathering Place  |  How
the US Census 2020 Affects You  |  Connecting the OSU Campus to Downtown and beyond

FULL LIST AT THE END OF THE REPORT

Highlights

TOTAL
VISITS

1.4 k  

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

221
NEW
REGISTRATIONS

99

ENGAGED
VISITORS

86  

INFORMED
VISITORS

366  

AWARE
VISITORS

1 k

Visitors Summary

Pageviews Visitors Visits
New Registrations

1 Oct '19 1 Jan '20

500

1000
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PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

ENGAGED

INFORMED

AWARE

86 ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS

000

1045

000

0020

008

001

069

001

0021

Registered  Unverified  Anonymous

Contributed on Forums

Participated in Surveys

Contributed to Newsfeeds

Participated in Quick Polls

Posted on Guestbooks

Contributed to Stories

Asked Questions

Placed Pins on Places

Contributed to Ideas
* A single engaged participant can perform multiple actions

Connecting the OSU Campus to Downtown and beyond… 35 (16.0%)

Input Needed: What to do with our recycling?… 33 (5.2%)

Survey Open: Proposed Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor… 33 (17.3%)

Civic Engagement Overview: A New Way to Engage with Your Local Government… 11 (12.5%)

Input Needed: Should the City Continue to Partner with Service Line Warranties of America?… 3 (7.9%)

How the US Census 2020 Affects You… 3 (7.0%)

Share Your 2019 Flood Stories, Photos & Videos… 2 (6.3%)

Fact or Fiction? Ask us & we'll check on it.… 2 (3.3%)

TOP PROJECTS
Participants (%)

* Calculated as a percentage of total visits to the Project

ENGAGED

INFORMED

AWARE

366 INFORMED PARTICIPANTS

11

15

30

30

0

0

276

86

Participants

Viewed a video

Viewed a photo

Downloaded a document

Visited the Key Dates page

Visited an FAQ list Page

Visited Instagram Page

Visited Multiple Project Pages

Contributed to a tool (engaged)

* A single informed participant can perform multiple actions

Input Needed: What to do with our recycling?… 146 (23.1%)

Survey Open: Proposed Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor… 121 (63.4%)

Connecting the OSU Campus to Downtown and beyond… 120 (54.8%)

Civic Engagement Overview: A New Way to Engage with Your Local Government… 21 (23.9%)

Share Your 2019 Flood Stories, Photos & Videos… 17 (53.1%)

Ideas Needed: Strickland Park Play Area & Community Gathering Place… 16 (28.1%)

Input Needed: Should the City Continue to Partner with Service Line Warranties of America?… 13 (34.2%)

How the US Census 2020 Affects You… 13 (30.2%)

TOP PROJECTS
Participants (%)

* Calculated as a percentage of total visits to the Project

ENGAGED

INFORMED

AWARE

1,039 AWARE PARTICIPANTS

1,039

Participants

Visited at least one Page

* Aware user could have also performed an Informed or Engaged Action

Input Needed: What to do with our recycling?… 632

Connecting the OSU Campus to Downtown and beyond… 219

Survey Open: Proposed Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor… 191

Civic Engagement Overview: A New Way to Engage with Your Local Government… 88

Fact or Fiction? Ask us & we'll check on it.… 60

Ideas Needed: Strickland Park Play Area & Community Gathering Place… 57

How the US Census 2020 Affects You… 43

Input Needed: Should the City Continue to Partner with Service Line Warranties of America?… 38

TOP PROJECTS
Participants

* Total list of unique visitors to the project
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SURVEYS SUMMARY TOP 3 SURVEYS BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS

NEWSFEEDS SUMMARY TOP 3 NEWSFEEDS BASED ON VISITORS

QUICK POLLS SUMMARY TOP 3 QUICK POLLS BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS

GUEST BOOKS SUMMARY TOP 3 GUEST BOOKS BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS

STORIES SUMMARY TOP 3 STORIES BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

0
FORUM TOPICS  

5
SURVEYS  

1
NEWS FEEDS  

3
QUICK POLLS  

2
GUESTBOOKS  

2
STORIES  

10
Q&A S  

3
PLACES

4
IDEAS

5 Surveys

46 Contributors

67 Submissions

Form Based Code Survey

30
Contributors to

Husband Street Corridor
Survey

29
Contributors to

Refining Ideas: Connecting the
OSU Campus and Downtown

5
Contributors to

1 NewsFeed

0 Visits

0 Visitors

Task Force Meeting Recaps

0
Visitors to

3 Quick Polls

20 Contributors

22 Responses

Do you currently recycle?

11
Contributors to

Which of the topics below is of
most interest to you?

8
Contributors to

Do you plan to complete the
2020 US Census?

3
Contributors to

2 Guest Books

8 Contributors

8 Entries

Connecting the OSU Campus
to Downtown and beyond

5
Contributors to

Civic Engagement Overview: A
New Way to Engage with Your

Local Government

3
Contributors to

Input Needed: Should the City
Continue to Partner with

Service Line Warranties of
America?

0
Contributors to

2 Stories

1 Contributors

Share Your 2019 Flood

1
Authors to

Describe your dream play

0
Authors toPage 3 of 7

/admin/insights/surveys#2386
/admin/insights/surveys#2327
/admin/insights/surveys#3088
/admin/insights/news_feed#9832
/admin/insights/quick_polls#2479
/admin/insights/quick_polls#2126
/admin/insights/quick_polls#2304
/admin/insights/guestbook#7884
/admin/insights/guestbook#7110
/admin/insights/guestbook#9192


1 Submissions Stories, Photos, Video area/gathering place

Q & A SUMMARY TOP 3 Q & A BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS

PLACES SUMMARY TOP 3 PLACES BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS

IDEAS SUMMARY TOP 3 IDEAS BASED ON CONTRIBUTORS
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

10 Q&As

15 Contributors

17 Questions

Q&A

5
Contributors to

Q&A

4
Contributors to

Q&A

3
Contributors to

3 Places

1 Contributors

1 Pins

Proposed Husband Street
Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor

1
Contributors to

Form Based Code Map

0
Contributors to

Stillwater, Oklahoma

0
Contributors to

4 Ideas

21 Contributors

52 Contributions

Please share your idea with us
concerning the recycling issue.

21
Contributed to

Strickland Park Playground
ideas

0
Contributed to

Continue with the program?

0
Contributed to
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/admin/insights/stories#3637
/admin/insights/stories#3793
/admin/insights/qanda#8268
/admin/insights/qanda#7111
/admin/insights/qanda#7537
/admin/insights/places#484
/admin/insights/places#496
/admin/insights/places#483
/admin/insights/brainstormers#759
/admin/insights/brainstormers#704
/admin/insights/brainstormers#831


DOCUMENTS TOP 3 DOCUMENTS BASED ON DOWNLOADS

PHOTOS TOP 3 PHOTOS BASED ON VIEWS

VIDEOS TOP 3 VIDEOS BASED ON VIEWS

FAQS TOP 3 FAQS BASED ON VIEWS

KEY DATES TOP 3 KEY DATES BASED ON VIEWS
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INFORMATION WIDGET SUMMARY

22
DOCUMENTS  

20
PHOTOS  

20
VIDEOS  

1
FAQS  

4
KEY DATES

22 Documents

30 Visitors

55 Downloads

Husband Bike Corridor RFP

17
Downloads

Downtown_Wichita_Streetscape_Design_Guidelines

14
Downloads

Form Based Code text

4
Downloads

20 Photos

15 Visitors

46 Views

Stillwater, Oklahoma, Flood
2019

10
Views

Flood 2019

6
Views

Flood 2019

6
Views

20 Videos

11 Visitors

13 Views

Stillwater City Council Discuss
Husband Street Bike Corridor
Project May 6, 2019--Video

Starts at 36:37

6
Views

Stillwater City Council
Discusses Multi-Modal and the

Husband Street Corridor
October 1, 2018--Video Starts

at 1:27:01

3
Views

Stillwater City Council
Discusses Form Based Code
Changes August 19, 2019--

Video Begins at 23:14

2
Views

1 Faqs

0 Visitors

0 Views

Connecting the OSU Campus
to Downtown and beyond

0
Views

4 Key Dates

30 Visitors

37 Views

Connecting the OSU Campus
to Downtown and beyond

21
Views

Survey Open: Proposed
Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor

10
Views

Input Needed: What to do with
our recycling?

4
Views
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REFERRER URL Visits

m.facebook.com 237

stillwater.org 135

www.facebook.com 83

www.stillwater.org 57

t.co 55

www.google.com 50

l.facebook.com 12

android-app 9

www.bing.com 6

www.linkedin.com 6

lm.facebook.com 4

stillwaterliving.com 4

cse.google.com 2

inbrowserapp.com 2

search.yahoo.com 2

Speak Up Stillwater : Summary Report for 09 August 2019 to 05 February 2020

TRAFFIC SOURCES OVERVIEW
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PROJECT TITLE AWARE INFORMED ENGAGED

Input Needed: What to do with our recycling? 632 146 33

Connecting the OSU Campus to Downtown and beyond 219 120 35

Survey Open: Proposed Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor 191 121 33

88 21 11

Fact or Fiction? Ask us & we'll check on it. 60 2 2

Ideas Needed: Strickland Park Play Area & Community Gathering Place 57 16 0

How the US Census 2020 Affects You 43 13 3

Input Needed: Should the City Continue to Partner with Service Line ... 38 13 3

Share Your 2019 Flood Stories, Photos & Videos 32 17 2

Are you updated on our Capital Improvement Projects? 30 0 0

Civic Engagement Overview: A New Way to Engage with Your Local
Govern...

Speak Up Stillwater : Summary Report for 09 August 2019 to 05 February 2020
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Report generated at: 2020-02-18 09:04:21 by Sherry Fletcher
Project: Input Needed: What to do with our recycling?
Ideas: Please share your idea with us concerning the recycling issue. [2019-0   
No. Contribution

1

Idea: We need to bring in industries that will actually use the 
materials. Americans need to be willing to pay the true cost of 
these products. 
Description: Industry to use recyclabes

2

Idea: A perk for businesses who reduce their trash output ie 
plastic bags and styrofoam and a break in trash bill for 
houses that put out less tra
Description: Lets reduce our consumption

3

Idea: Informational videos and fewer restrictions
Description: Have you thought about making informative 
videos and posting to social media about HOW to recycle?  I 
wonder if citizens would be more likely to recycle correctly if 
they knew what you were asking.  For instance, what 
contaminates recycling and causes it to be thrown in the 
landfill instead?  

Also, make bulk pick available to ALL bill paying citizens, not 
just citizens within city limits.  When you have so many rules, 
people tend to ignore them.

Assume positive intent in all citizens.

4

Idea: The NLC has some great research. 
https://www.nlc.org/resource/rethinking-recycling-how-cities-
can-adapt-to-evolving-markets
Description: Learn from other Cities

5
Idea: The lid of the can could be even more informative of 
what goes in and what does not in a visual and graphic 
manner.

6

Idea: Switch to a multi-stream process and make the 
residents do the first step in sorting. Yes, that means different 
pick-up trucks.
Description: If we won't do the work or pay for it to be done 
the right way, what's the point?

7
Idea: Accept only the most profitable items, and encourage 
waste reduction.  E.g. encourage shoppers to bring their own 
bags to the store.

8
Idea: OSU has some experience in these areas. I hope 
whatever solution, the city and university partner to find a 
workable solution.

9
Idea: Also, if the decision is to transport waste to other 
locales for processing, please consider rail service or CNG 
trucks. 



10

Idea: Fix what we can fix - stop distributing grocery bags, 
straws, styrofoam in local businesses. Bans or surcharges 
have succeeded elsewhere.
Description: Ban single-use plastics

11

Idea: Clearer instructions would help, but continue to recycle 
all we can. I favor a ban styrofoam & single-use plastics city-
wide.
Description: Clearer instructions & product bans

12

Idea: Tax/Fine businesses for revenue and more info on 
proper recycling
Description: big (and small) businesses need to work towards 
reduction of plastic bags, styrofoam, plastic straws and 
containers, etc.  add a hefty tax to businesses that do not 
comply to a greener way of working, and/or ofer discounts to 
patrons that supply their own bags/to-go containers/bamboo 
or metal straws.  also, more videos and other outreach on 
how to recycle properly to avoid contamination and how easy 
it is really to recycle properly.  start with the youth!  
classroom/school recycling drives, let businesses get involved 
too.  we must work together to reduce, reuse and finally, 
recycle.  

13

Idea: Partner with OSU
Description: OSU has their own recycling solution. If the City 
partnered with OSU, both communities will benefit. OSU has 
talked about having a commercial composter to manage 
Student Union and dining services waste. A partnership with 
the City in OSU's initiative to be "low-" or "zero waste" would 
be something both entities could promote and draw grant 
funds.

14

Idea: Multiple thoughts
Description: Has anyone considered school-based 
educational programming a few times a year to encourage 
whole family involvement? Also as much as people would 
fuss, has an official warning system and fee for non-
acceptable items being in recycle bins? A pay raise for the 
recycle center employees doing curbside pick ups to inspect 
the bins to enforce the warning and fee policy would also 
warrant discussion. The countries with effective and efficient 
recycling programs have more than just one recycling bin. 
This cuts down on the sorting process by having households 
and businesses sort as they go with different bins (i.e. 
separate bins or even colored bags to be placed next to the 
garbage can for paper, glass, metal, and plastic). 



15

Idea: Provide free space to innovative recycling programs?
Description: I know there are companies like Plásticos 
(Plastic Concepts) that are doing exciting things with turning 
waste plastics into usable materials. Could we provide free 
space/buildings for companies like that to help not only 
manage our recyclables issue, but also to bring jobs to the 
community? Our central location nationally, railway in/out, 
and proximity to transcontinental highways might make us an 
appealing location for them.

16 Idea: Do we need to reinvent the wheel?  Germany has the 
world's best recycling program.  Can we learn from them?

17
Idea: Consider the source of much of the waste.  Packaging.  
Do we have creative ideas that would stop some of the 
problem at the source?

18

Idea: Hydrocarbons plant
Description: Build a plant that can burn plastics. Expensive 
idea, but other cities in the county/region could use as well. 
Hydrocarbons, mostly plastics, are very energy dense and 
can yield more energy than coal. Taking things like plastic 
bags, cups, and smaller plastics to a plant like this for burning 
means we could turn this into a green use of plastics. 

As this is an expensive and unrealistic idea, banning single 
use plastics would be a great start. 

19 Idea: alternatives to curbside recycling?

20

Idea: alternatives to recycling?
Description: curbside recycling is somewhat complicated and 
perhaps not always the best use of our resources for a good 
environmental outcome. Should we consider putting our 
efforts towards planting trees instead? Once they get past 
their first year a properly located tree takes care of itself and 
gives us many benefits (taking in CO2, cooling the area, 
wildlife habitat, etc.) Rather than having  fuel burning trucks 
making a second trip around town dedicate those resources 
towards making trees (and instructions) available to 
residents, plant trees along appropriate right of ways and 
other city properties. Choosing to do away with a sometimes 
questionable curbside recycling program should not be the 
only choice, you can replace it with a very effective tree 
planting program. Trees work!

21

Idea: Burn waste to generate power.
Description: When at Iowa State Univ they built a recycling 
plant to generate electricity from garbage and brought in 
truckloads from nearby towns.   Not sure if it ever was 
effective.

END OF REPORT



           8-09 to 2020-02-18]
Author Posted at Likes

SimplySampley 10 Sep 2019, 02:32 PM 2

Shylah 10 Sep 2019, 02:48 PM 4

Erin 10 Sep 2019, 05:11 PM 0

mrchrispeters 10 Sep 2019, 05:58 PM 4

mrchrispeters 10 Sep 2019, 06:01 PM 3

mrchrispeters 10 Sep 2019, 06:04 PM 0

robin 11 Sep 2019, 09:04 AM 0

Short Change 13 Sep 2019, 10:04 PM 1

Short Change 13 Sep 2019, 10:07 PM 1



eegraham 19 Sep 2019, 10:30 AM 4

MEG 22 Sep 2019, 09:40 PM 4

jljennylamb 23 Sep 2019, 12:41 PM 4

Dependable 27 Sep 2019, 04:25 PM 1

Camilleka258 30 Sep 2019, 05:07 PM 2



barryf 04 Oct 2019, 12:30 PM 1

barbmint 29 Oct 2019, 10:17 AM 0

H Huntington 31 Oct 2019, 07:03 PM 0

P Tikalsky 11 Nov 2019, 01:41 PM 0

catocorky3 28 Jan 2020, 06:40 AM 0

catocorky3 28 Jan 2020, 06:53 AM 0

douglasvalley 01 Feb 2020, 05:06 PM 0



Comments

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



0

0

0

0

0



0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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